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The chapter or appendix that you have
downloaded from the Internet is part of a
larger book writing project.

Although copyrighted through the U.S.
Library of Congress, the author
welcomes your sharing this material. If
you quote or cite this text, please
provide a web link or reference to:
www.WindowView.org.

As a draft, this project is open to your
comment and suggestions. Tell us what you
think about what you’ve read.

The author can be reached by e-mail at:
response@windowview.org
 
 
 
 
 

Note, technological and political developments,
among other topics, have undergone recent
change and made stunning advancements that
are yet to be captured here. For example, when
this book project was started, the Internet was in
its infancy. The rapid advances in the global
communications systems alone is worthy of note
in the Creator’s Window. So, in some places you
may fill in certain logical gaps as you read by
simply thinking of and integrating your
understanding of current events.

The purpose of the Creator's Window
fits within the larger scope of
WindowView.org.  To better
understand how all this fits within the
window's holistic view, we encourage a
visit  to the WindowView web site.
Moreover, an outline for the entire
writing project, of which this document
is only one part, can be best appreciated
by reading the outline for the Creator's
Window at the web site.  Please reserve
your assessment of this presentation
until you examine the outline for its
larger context.

WindowView.org is a thought
resource that  entertains a larger
perspective based on Origins (as
related through scientific evidence and a
look at the Scriptures that identify a
beginning to our universe), to current
Global Changes (which you are familiar
from reading the nightly news), Time
Lines (based on science, human history
in general, and biblical projections), and
finally the role of a specific People
Group that has been an intended
messenger... one group that is meant
to shine a light on the path ahead of
all humanity.  Sounds like a tall tale?
Well, you are living today with all the
evidence that is used here... come
see how it looks through the
Window's View!

Look, discern, then decide for
yourself what it all means to you
personally!

Thank you for downloading this work.
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PART FOUR  -- THE FABRIC

‘I mean that they should not play life, or study it merely, while the community
supports them at this expensive game, but earnestly live it from beginning to
end.  How could youths better learn to live than by at once trying the
experiment of living?  Methinks this would exercise their minds as much as
mathematics.  If I wished a boy to know something about the arts and
sciences, for instance, I would not pursue the common course, which is merely
to send him into the neighborhood of some professor, where any thing is
professed and practised but the art of life; – to survey the world through a
telescope or a microscope, and never with his natural eye; to study chemistry,
and not learn how his bread is made, or mechanics, and not learn how it is
earned; to discover new satellites to Neptune, and not detect the motes in his
eyes, or to what vagabond he is a satellite himself; or to be devoured by the
monsters that swarm all around him, while contemplating the monsters in a
drop of vinegar.’

-- from Walden by Henry David Thoreau
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XVIII -- WOVEN THREADS

Yesterday morning, I mentally stepped about examining change—local,

global, and universal.  If anything is certain, it’s change!  But, with so much of

it, there is uncertainty.  During daylight hours, I trekked through the woods.

Thoughts of Earth’s former inhabitants linger there.  The world appears to fade

in places wearing to a thread-bare state.  One question keeps returning to this

place:  Who is capable, who is worthy, to alter change to begin a new genesis

and be Earth’s true steward?

Later, the immediate environs open to deep space.  Stepping back in time, I

encounter the birth of change which arose at the very origin of the Universe.

We are here because of cosmic driving forces, stellar events, and a continual

creation over eons of time.  The night’s revelation of a particles-to-stars

evolution speaks of life suspended by a transcendent wisdom.  

In the wee hours, sometime after midnight, dancing moon shadows lured

me earthward to pass along a historical timeline of human dimension.  Do I

merely dream of a Creator and incredible events woven into my experience?

Our rational nature struggles with the notion that such things are truth.  Yet, I

trace a path from global change, to cosmic coincidences, to ancient writings,

where all fit a marvelous puzzle.  As a new day approaches, rays of sunlight

pierce the darkness, illuminate the sky, and initiate each woodland creature’s

ritual.  This day’s awakening challenges us to find answers to yesterday’s

questions.

How does one weave human activity into themes cycling through biblical

history or playing to the limits of science?  Life and all supporting elements

appear in a fabric with threads labeled: politics, economics, medicine, biology,

ecology, genetic engineering, technology, mass communication, cultural
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competition, and more.  Pulling one thread demonstrates the fabric’s many

members are stressed by interconnection.  In terms consistent with the

philosophy of Mr. Thoreau, I ask: What good is the world if I ignore what

subtends my reality?  A walk in the woods is time reeling in one thread.

There, I follow a beam of sunlight, or pursue the distant melody of a bird’s

song.  Invariably I intercept many of nature’s other elements before ending up

at the source of stellar fission or at vibrations emanating from an avian source.

This process of discovery laces one’s being into the Universe’s grand tapestry.  I

am a weaver who threads segments—individual timelines—into a larger work

illustrating humanity’s future course.  Extrapolating trends for human activity,

or elsewhere, by examining biblical prophecies, we can uncover evidence for

what lies ahead.  Here one can narrow parallels found between science and

Scripture, especially for environmental issues stemming from present change

and past history.  If humans must save this planet, timing is of the essence.  If

we are to understand prophecy’s application to Earth’s history, then timing is

absolutely everything!  The nature of my writing puts a limit on disclosing

prophecy’s intricacies.  I can be brief in this regard because other sources offer

you their comprehensive studies.1  To those works I add a new

perspective—through a study of future material trends consistent with present

global change and of signs or warnings appearing in today’s environment.

Some of the window panes contributing to my view are summarized in

Plate IX.  I am working from the illustration’s top to bottom.  The Lawless

One’s name is changed to the Exploiter because of his material nature which is

                                    
1  Two sources provide a foundation for this portion of my writing.  Hal Lindsey’s focus

concentrates primarily on the Book of Revelation, while Arnold Fruchtenbaum’s work

expands the view with his in-depth study of end-time prophecy—see references.
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demonstrated in Chapter XX.  In the reading ahead, you will encounter

descriptions of current environmental signs, the Good Steward, God’s

judgments expressed through nature, and thereafter a moment for personal

reflection.  Plate IX illustrates the window’s layout and is this book’s visual

summary.

Charting the Course

For centuries, history swept Earth’s stage like a story without a conclusion.

But, now, irreversible global change threatens to end this process.  Current

events imply a convergence of factors scar and foul the planet’s surface—that

thin organic layer reserved for life, the foundation of the planet’s carrying

capacity, and humanity’s physical lifeline.  Previously, if humans didn’t like

events in one place, they could migrate elsewhere.  Anyone, even Henry

Thoreau, could have retreated to an alternate place.  His escape, for two years

and two months, was the seclusion of Walden Pond.  But, in the present

global age, no virginal space offers such an option.  Even as we sit and look

out this window, our choices are diminishing.  We are encircled by delay,

denial, greed, human dysfunction, poverty, and complacent surrender.  
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The human community—through inactivity and a disregard for the

Earth—is quickly closing in on itself.  Evidence for this accumulates in piles

cluttering my desk, reading table, and shelves.  I look to the pages of history,

read words from ancient scrolls, and study scientific manuscripts to refine the

view for tomorrow.  What are humanity’s options?  What kind of world is this?

What do you really need?  What is humanity doing?2  Can the ‘WE’ really save

us?
                                    
2  The first three questions stated here are my replacements for the three Sigma Xi ‘WE’

Global Change
Convergence

The
Exploiter

World 
Government

Politics/Economics

Signs of
the Times
• Science
• History

Stewardship
• Secular
• Biblical

Eschatology
What's next?

 Life Support,
Earth's Integrated 

Environment

Each Person
• Being 
• Understanding
• Choice

Plate IX:  U n i v e r s a l   T i m e l i n e

Resources
• Use/Abuse
• Collapse

The World
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•• Judgments ••

Forces
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Big Bang
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C R E A T O R
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Driving forces and timelines remain vital elements of the present view.  My

perspective may differ from that of other scientists, authors, and

commentators—for I have started this day by painstakingly cleaning each pane

of window glass.  Let us truly see through the entire window.  This writing

touches, but does not dwell on, cynical environmental predictions or dark

apocryphal scenarios.  As you will see, there is a practical side to a seemingly

unavoidable end-time scenario.  Science and eschatology—the study of past and

future, prophetic, events concerning the end of our current timeline—are simply

described here as overlapping topics.  That others miss or skip this linkage

creates an opportunity for a unique synthesis.  Most importantly, you have a

quiet moment—here at the window—to form your own conclusions.  In fact, the

Scriptures and the Creator ask us to look ahead in time—beyond present

conditions.  There you find an invitation to step ahead and simultaneously

move from this reality to the extra-dimensional, God-natural, presence of the

Creator himself.  In this way the Creator asks us to step back across the

moment before the Big Bang, to see the ultimate view, to know what lies

outside this experience—outside the physical Universe.

Union of Sets

My first example of overlapping themes—addressed in the next

chapter—concerns scientific and biblical stewardship.  I then turn to

descriptions of the Exploiter and thereafter the Good Steward.  The temptation

to convert the world to anthropocentric purposes is prevalent in today's

marketplace, but biblical indicators go further still revealing humanity’s future

engagement in a material, self-destructive, activity (The Material World,

                                                                                                            
questions:  1)  What kind of world do we have?,  2)  What kind of world do we want?, and

3)  What must we do to get there?  (cited in Chapter VI).
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Chapter XX).  In this arena, mankind is driven to seek physical comforts

through a new world system of materialism and idol worship.  Those in

opposition suffer at the hand of a false religion or the Exploiter.

There are other parallels—present types or foreshadows—demonstrating the

union of environmental and biblical themes (Chapter XXII).  There are

signs—described by the Good Steward—which you can examine here and

meanwhile compare to stories on the nightly news.  These events direct our

attention from the ordinary to the extra-ordinary aspect of this life experience.

Environmental types provide valuable clues but differ from the biblical

forecast—for God’s future actions have unique qualities of their own.  The

appearance of supernatural—what I call God-natural3—events follow the clues,

as described in Scripture, and will cause many to rethink life in terms of what

they believe.  You can count on the conservative scientists, secular humanists,

and materialists to trivialize, explain, rationalize, or ignore the preliminary

signs.  The parallels are certainly coincidental to present conditions.  The

unwary observer and unbeliever will have sufficient ‘wiggle room’ to excuse the

God-natural in terms tailored to aspects of the physical world.  However,

examining parallels reveals a remarkable opportunity thus prompting me to

open this window’s view on future events (see Chapters XX, XXII, and XXIII).

The final product—a universal timeline—is one accounting for every detail in

the window’s entire view.  As in a metaphor employed by Thoreau, I wonder

what humanity will ultimately see through the window once the shutter doors

are removed.  Truth’s bright light then penetrates and reveals every part of the

global and universal picture.

                                    
3  See Matthew 19: 26  The concept of the God-natural  recognizes that outside human

understanding of physics there is a natural order which is familiar only to the Creator.
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To conclude your examination at the window, I ask you to establish a

personal milestone (Chapter XXIV).  This becomes your marker set firmly along

the timeline.  As I think of those who have preceded me on the timeline, I

wonder about their experiences while on Earth.  What did they conclude after

their lifetime of thoughts.  If reality extends beyond one’s present being, then

who might be my partners in eternity?  Had I never read Henry’s writings, his

thoughts on nature, and life at Walden Pond, nor had I walked through my

woodland, or cleaned the window’s glass, this book might not exist.  Given

the knowledge of his day, Henry lived in a harmony of philosophy, Scripture,

science, and one’s personal being.  What has time changed between us?

Reflecting on his thoughts turns my attention to the changing environment, a

need for stewardship, and questions for replenishing and sustaining life—here,

and beyond, along the Universe’s timeline.  Time is of the essence—but in

spite of what ‘WE’ will do—what are your thoughts of this life and these

times?  I invite you to return, once more, to take one last long look out the

window.


